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Competitive target pay is a basic principle of modern executive pay, embraced by corporate directors, compensation consultants and proxy advisors. Providing a high percent of pay in stock (or other incentive pay) is a second basic principle of modern executive pay. But when companies follow both of these principles, the result is a low correlation of cumulative pay and cumulative performance; in other words, little pay for performance. The fundamental problem is that translating target dollar pay into shares without adjusting for performance creates a systematic ‘performance penalty’. Poor performance – a declining stock price – is rewarded with more shares to provide target dollar pay, while good performance – a rising stock price – is penalised with a reduction in shares to keep from exceeding target dollar pay.

### Four Reasons Why Academic Research Has Failed to Change Practice

There is a vast literature on executive pay, with many papers pointing to the low correlation between pay and performance. However, the literature rarely mentions this inherent performance penalty and has done little to discourage directors, compensation consultants, and proxy advisors from embracing target dollar pay without any adjustment for past performance.

Stephen O’Byrne argues that academic research has had little impact on company pay practice for four reasons. One is the failure of academic researchers to study the history of executive pay. If they went back to pay plans in the first half of the 20th century, they would have realised that fixed sharing, not target dollar pay, was the foundation of executive pay before World War 2. The second reason for the limited impact is years of research focused on ill-designed measures of incentive strength. The third reason is the failure of academic researchers to develop a unified theory of corporate executive and investment manager pay. Operating companies have embraced the concept of target dollar pay, but investment funds have retained fixed sharing formulas. The fourth reason for the limited impact is that the few researchers who have realised the weaknesses of target dollar pay have failed to promote their work to practitioners.

### Academics Have Ignored Fixed Sharing in Public Companies Before World War 2

Academic researchers rarely study executive pay practices before the U.S. government required annual pay disclosures in the mid-1930s. These pay practices are revealed in books such as General Motors CEO Alfred Sloan’s memoir *My Years with General Motors*, but they don’t lead easily to papers with quantitative research. In 1922, GM adopted a bonus formula that made all management incentive pay – both stock and cash bonuses – equal to 10% of profit in excess of 7% of book equity. It used this formula, without any change, for 25 years and maintained the basic formula, with minor modifications, from 1918 to 1982.

With a fixed sharing formula (but not with target dollar pay), current performance affects expected future pay. When profitability changes, the new level of profit is often likely to be sustained in the future, so expected future pay changes, rising with good performance and declining with poor performance. This means that a key component of executive wealth – the present value of expected future pay – is sensitive to current performance.

### Jensen and Murphy’s Incentive Measure Led Academic Research Astray

Michael Jensen and Kevin Murphy wrote a paper in 1990 that argued that CEO incentives were weak because a $1,000 increase in shareholder wealth increased CEO wealth by only $3.25. This paper, with more than 10,000 citations, has guided much subsequent research. It is widely thought to be a major cause of the huge increase in executive pay in the 1990s.

The right measure of incentive strength is the ratio of percent change in executive wealth to percent change in shareholder wealth – what O’Byrne calls ‘wealth leverage’. To provide a strong incentive – wealth leverage of 1.0 – a 1% increase in shareholder wealth needs to increase executive wealth by 1%. Increases in
target pay through larger annual equity grants increase Jensen and Murphy’s incentive measure but don’t increase wealth leverage. Higher target pay increases unvested stock held, but it also increases the present value of expected future pay— which has zero wealth leverage when a company embraces target dollar pay. Since the increase in the present value of expected future pay will normally be much greater than the increase in unvested stock held, wealth leverage will decline despite rising equity pay.

Academics Have Failed to Reconcile Executive Pay with Hedge Fund and Private Equity Pay

While executive pay growth has greatly exceeded median wage growth since 1990, pay in hedge funds and private equity, which use fixed sharing formulas, is much higher than executive pay. Institutional Investor reported seven hedge fund managers making more than $1 billion in 2022. By contrast, the new CEO of Amazon, Andrew Jassy, received a promotion stock grant of $212 million, a grant intended to cover ten years of future equity compensation. CEOs of operating companies, hedge funds, and private equity all spend the bulk of their time on capital allocation decisions. Academic researchers have made little effort to explain why capital allocators should be paid so differently. If they had, they would have had to explain why target dollar pay is efficient for operating companies while fixed sharing is efficient for hedge and private equity.

The Academic Authors of a Brilliant Solution Dropped the Ball

In 2012, ‘Dynamic CEO Compensation’—a brilliant paper by Alex Edmans, Xavier Gabaix, Tomasz Szatzik, and Yuliy Sannikov—showed that there was a simple, practical way to ensure perfect pay for performance with strong incentives. First, put the present value of expected future market pay for the CEO into a trust (called a ‘Dynamic Incentive Account’ or DIA). Second, invest x% of the DIA in stock and (1 - x%) in cash, and third, continuously rebalance the DIA to maintain x% in stock, selling stock when the price rises and buying stock when the price declines. Edmans and colleagues ‘solve’ the performance penalty problem by eliminating annual grants.

Sadly, Edmans and colleagues have given up on promoting their work to corporate directors, compensation consultants, and institutional investors. In 2020, Edmans wrote a book for business and public policy leaders called Grow The Pie: How Great Companies Deliver Both Purpose and Profit. The book included a chapter on incentives but failed to mention the DIA. In a subsequent paper, Edmans argued that academics should focus on the role of ‘fairness considerations’ in setting CEO pay.

Practitioners Need Better Academic Research

Corporate directors, compensation consultants, and proxy advisors fail to appreciate the problems of target dollar pay. They make no effort to measure wealth leverage or even the correlation of pay and performance, and accept a high percent of pay at risk as definite proof of a strong incentive. These practitioners really need insightful academic research to help them provide better oversight for executive pay.

CEOs of operating companies, hedge funds, and private equity all spend the bulk of their time on capital allocation decisions. Academic researchers have made little effort to explain why capital allocators should be paid so differently. If they had, they would have had to explain why target dollar pay is efficient for operating companies while fixed sharing is efficient for hedge funds and private equity.
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